Precision Audiometric Instruments

MedRx AVANT™ A2D® A Powerful PC-based Dual Channel Diagnostic Audiometer
- AC, BC, Speech Audiometry & Free Field Testing
- Integrated Speech Audiometry Wordlists
- Optional Fully Automated Audiometry
- Optional QuickSN™ Speech In Noise Testing
- Powerful 3rd Party Counseling Tools
- Portable, Small Footprint (Approximately 5" x 5" x 1.25")

MedRx AVANT™ REMsp Our Single Probe Live Speech Mapping System
- FFT Monaural Probe Measurements
- Features DSL, NAL-N1 and NAL-N2 Targets
- Lightweight And Portable. Very Small Footprint (Approximately 1" x 3")
- Input Levels Can Be Viewed In Either LTASS Or Peak Hold Mode
- Hearing Loss Simulator For 3rd Party Demonstrations

Identical software modules_Functionalities to the REM Speech™ system, yet designed as a unique pocket sized, plug and play Live Speech Mapping USB dongle

MedRx AVANT™ Stealth” Audiometer
A PC-Based Clinical High-Frequency Audiometer
- AC, BC, Speech Audiometry And Free Field Testing
- Optional High-Frequency Audiometry Up To 16,000 Hz
- Optional Fully Automated Audiometry
- Optional QuickSN™ Speech In Noise testing
- Designed Transducer Outputs, Dual Internal Amplifiers
- Powerful 3rd Party Counseling Tools

MedRx AVANT™ Polar HT” Chamber A Unique USB Powered Directional HIT-Box
- Conducts A Series Of 11 selectable Automated ANSI & IEC Hearing Instrument Tests
- Provides A Motor Driven Rotating Test Pad That Automatically Generates Polar Plots
- Omni And Directional Microphone Verification
- Acoustic Isolation For Accurate Testing
- Detailed Full Page Reports Of Conducted Tests

MedRx Video Companion Bringing Video Otoscopy To Your Computer
- Superior Image Quality
- Battery Operated LED Light Source
- Focus Always Active. Compact Color Video Camera
- Optional Trackball Mouse Including Operator Foot-Pedal

MedRx Ultra Vac “The” Hearing Instrument Restoration System, Includes:
- Pulse / Constant Power Feature
- Durable Vacuum Wand
- Vacuum Drying Chamber
- Vacuum Gloves And Particle Filter
- Selectable Wand (Vacuum Or Pressure)
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